Year 3 Home Learning
Summer Term
Week 5 29/06/20
Hello Year 3,
I hope you are all well as we start another week. Hopefully, everyone is getting used to learning
at home now and you have found a routine that works for you. I have really enjoyed receiving
your work sent to our class email address (y3rosa@cclt.education). Keep it coming in!
This week I have added some Modern Foreign Languages tasks for you to have a go at!
We
will be continuing our English booklet called ‘Lockdown creative writing unit’ and there are two
more tricky maths puzzles for you to have a go at. Remember to keep accessing the online
resources whenever you can (Active Learn, Conquer maths, Fiction Express, Lexia, Times Tables
Rockstars and Spelling Shed) and have plenty of brain breaks.
Maths:
I have selected a couple of new tricky puzzles for you to have a go at, remember: don’t worry if
you can’t answer them straight away - just keep having a go and you will get there
It has been
fantastic to see everyone’s resilience at tackling these challenges.

Please make sure that you are keeping up to date with the maths work I have set on Conquer
Maths; I can access this and check your progress. Remember to keep the Times Tables going on
TTrockstars as well.

English:
Keep using Bugclub (Active Learn), Lexia, Fiction Express and Spelling Shed as this helps with the
grammar and spelling elements of the curriculum really well.
This week we will be continuing with the booklet: ‘Lockdown creative writing unit’. As normal, I
have grouped the tasks into 5 lessons for this week that can be split into one task a day or the
tasks can be grouped together depending on what works best for your family. This booklet has a
larger number of tasks than the previous ones completed so this booklet will be spread over 3
weeks instead of the usual 2.
For this week please can you complete the activities on pages 10 – 21. Some of the tasks I have
explained further below. The five tasks are called the following in the document:
1. I didn’t know I’d miss - Your task is to create your own list poem about things you have missed
while not being at school or while being at school but it being different to normal. (The bottom of
page 10 and page 11)
2. Wishes – For this task you need to create a list poem about things you would like to do and then
contrast them with something fancy, use the example poems to help you (Pages 12 and 13)
3. A quick warm up before reading on + Lockdown +Lockdown Park + What do the words mean? –
There are four things for you to do for this task. One, complete the short warm up questions, two,
read the Lockdown text, three, read the Lockdown Park Poem and finally match up the target
words with what they mean. (Pages 14, 15, 16, 17 and 18)
4. What words and ideas do you remember? Complete the two sentence starts with as much
detail as you can (Page 19)
5. What did the poem make you think about? + Even closer reading! – Answer the questions about
the poem and have a go at the sound game task (Page 20 and the top of page 21)
Different levels of support will be needed to complete these activities so use your judgement on
how much support you need to give your child to complete the tasks.
RRSA:
This week Year 3’s task focuses on the following right: Article 30 – Every child has the right to learn
and use the language, customs and religion of their family whether or not these are shared by the
majority of the people in the country where they live.
Do you know any traditional dances?
Your task this week is to explore the traditional dancing style of another culture e.g. Bollywood
dancing from India. Research the traditional dance safely online and see if you can have a go at
dancing along or ask a friend or grown up to teach you and practise the steps.
We’ll be looking out for all of your hard work on Twitter, Facebook, Active Learn, Spelling Shed,
Conquermaths, Times Tables Rockstars, Lexia, Fiction Express and in our email inbox
(y3rosa@cclt.education)
I am always available for you to contact through the class email (y3rosa@cclt.education) and if
you have any worries, please get in touch as I am always here to help.
Stay safe,
Mrs Grant, Mrs Waugh, Mrs Trees and Miss Wilkinson

